The Gifts of the Holy
Spirit
Are tongues the only gift of the Spirit?
No. There are many other gifts of
the Holy Spirit which are available to
those who have been Baptized with
the Spirit.
What are the other gifts of the Holy Spirit?
Wisdom, Knowledge, Faith, Healing,
Miraculous Powers, Prophesy,
Evangelism, Shepherding, Pastoral
care, Discerning Spirits, Casting Out
Spirits, Teaching, Interpreting,
Hospitality, Administration, Church
Planting
Do we all have the same gifts?
No.
Are all the gifts necessary to build a good
healthy Church?
Yes.
What is the purpose of each of the Gifts?
Most of the gifts are to serve and
build up the Church.
In what way do tongues differ from the other
Spiritual gifts?

Tongues are more for our own
benefit while the other gifts are for
the Church.
Do you have to be filled with the Spirit to speak
in tongues or does speaking in tongues help
you get filled with the spirit?
I find tongues a useful way of
establishing fellowship with God
when I don't know what to pray.
Once the fellowship is established, I
begin to be filled with the Spirit. So
I don't think you need to be filled
with the Spirit to speak in tongues
but you do need to have been
Baptized with the Spirit.
Do you need to be filled with the Holy Spirit to
move in the other Spiritual gifts?
Yes, or the result will not be
blessed.
Do you have to be baptized with the Spirit to
speak in tongues?
Yes.
Can tongues be "faked" or counterfeited?
Yes.
Can you be baptized in the Spirit and not speak
in tongues?
Yes.
Can you be filled with the Spirit and not speak
in tongues?
Yes.
Can you pray in the Spirit without speaking in
tongues?

Yes.
What is so special about speaking in tongues?
It edifies the speaker.
How
ow does it help you?
It allows yourself and others to see
the condition of your own spirit.
In what situations is it good to speak in
tongues?
When you are confused and don't
know what to pray.
When you want to worship God in
Spirit.
Are tongues meant for private or public
worship?
They are meant for private worship.
If we use tongues to address others, what else
should happen?
Somebody should interpret.
What stops Christians from using their gifts?
Doubt and unbelief.
Are these gifts being used regularly in your
Church or home group?
Yes.

